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The theory of LL(k) parsing of context-free grammars i developed as a dual of 
the theory of LR(k) parsing. An LL(k) parser is regarded as a push-down 
transducer in which the push-down symbols are certain equivalence classes of 
"viable suffixes," a dual concept of the "viable prefixes" used in the LR(k) theory. 
The approach allows a rigorous mathematical treatment, including general 
correctness proofs, of LL(k) parsers obtained via different equivalence r lations on 
the viable suffixes. In particular, the equivalence relation that yields the canonical 
LL(k) parser is considered, and a new method for constructing the canonical parser 
is given. This method is based on sets of "items" similar to those used in Knuth's 
method for constructing LR(k) parsers. An implication of this is that various 
techniques in the LR(k) theory, e.g., optimization and efficient esting methods, can 
easily be adopted in the LL(k) theory as well. This is also of practical importance 
because canonical LL(k) parsers for k= 1 have gained new attention in error 
handling, thanks to their capability for early error deteqtion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of top-down parsing was initiated by Lewis and Stearns (1968) 
and Knuth (1971). They were the first who defined the class of LL(k) 
grammars, i.e., grammars that can be parsed deterministically top-down in a 
"natural" manner using lookahead strings of length k at most. Knuth (1971) 
suggested the term "LL(k)," where "LL" means that parsing is carried out 
from left to right constructing the leftmost derivation, and "k" denotes the 
lookahead length. Soon after the introduction of these grammars 
Rosenkrantz and Stearns (1970) studied extensively their properties 
emphasizing both properties of languages and constructive properties of 
grammars. 
The LL(k) parser of an LL(k) grammar is essentially a one state deter- 
ministic push-down transducer which produces the left parse of the given 
* Preliminary versions of some of the results in this paper were presented at the 6th Inter- 
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input string. For a subclass of LL(k) grammars, called "strong" LL(k) 
grammars, this parser is particularly simple. The push-down symbols of a 
strong LL(k) parser are symbols of the grammar, i.e., nonterminals and ter- 
minals. 
Different methods for constructing LL(k) parsers of general LL(k) 
grammars have been devised. Rosenkrantz and Stearns (1970) presented a
method for transforming LL(k) grammars into strong LL(k) grammars. This 
transformation actually yields a parsing algorithm for all LL(k) grammars 
because the transformed grammar and the original grammar are structurally 
equivalent, i.e., the derivation trees without nonterminal labels in the nodes 
are the same. Thus, when parsing the transformed grammar, the parse 
according to the original grammar can be produced. Aho and Ullman (1972) 
construct he LL(k) parser directly without any grammatical transformation 
but their construction is closely related to the strong LL(k) transformation of
Rosenkrantz and Stearns (1970). 
In the case k = 1 all LL(k) grammars are strong LL(k) grammars as well. 
Thus for LL(1) grammars the simple strong LL(1) parsing method can be 
used. However, even though the strong LL(k) parser of an LL(k) grammar 
worked correctly, it may detect errors later than the true LL(k) parser. In the 
case k= 1 this means that the strong parser may perform several extra 
produce actions. New methods for good quality error recovery (e.g., 
Fischer et aL, 1980) require that errors are detected as early as possible, i.e., 
in the case of LL(1) parsing immediately after the last symbol of the longest 
correct prefix has been shifted. This motivates the consideration of the 
general construction method even in the case k--  1. 
We present a method for constructing eneral LL(k) parsers, which is very 
similar to the usual method for constructing LR(k) parsers (Knuth, 1965; 
Aho and Ullman, 1972). This approach allows a mathematical treatment of 
the theory of LL(k) parsing. Also different methods in the well established 
LR(k) theory can almost directly be applied to the LL(k) theory as well 
because of the dual relationship between the theories. An example of this is 
the fast algorithm for testing a grammar for the LL(k) property (Sippu and 
Soisalon-Soininen, 1980). This algorithm relies on the construction method 
given in the present paper, and it nicely demonstrates the difference between 
the LL(k) and LR(k) properties. 
The present paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the background 
terminology is given in such a way that a rigorous treatment of the subject is 
possible. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of "viable suffixes," the dual 
concept of viable prefixes essential in the LR(k) theory. Actually, viable 
suffixes of a grammar are viable prefixes of the grammar obtained by 
reversing the right-hand sides of the productions. Based on the division of 
viable suffixes into a finite number of equivalence classes, a general scheme 
for LL(k) parsing is presented in Section 4. In Section 5 we then present our 
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method for constructing LL(k) parsers, which can be considered as a dual of 
the usual method for constructing LR(k) parsers. A short comparison with 
other construction methods is given in Section 6. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
In this paper we use a somewhat unconventional formalization for 
grammars, push-down automata, and parsers: we regard these as special 
cases of a general rewriting system (cf. Deussen, 1979). A rewriting system 
J is a pair (V, P), where V is a finite vocabulary and P is a finite relation 
on V*. The elements (col, co2) in P are called productions or rules of 5 ~', and 
denoted by col ~ co2. 
If o31-~ 0) 2 is a production of Y ,  we define ~ to be the relation 
{(acol fl, aco2/~) I a, fl E V*} on V*. If 7r is a string of productions and r is a 
single production, we define ::~nr 5~ to be the composite relation =~7 o =>~,s,. We 
stipulate that ~,~, is the identity relation on V* if n is the empty string e. The 
union of all ~r  y ,  r in P, is denoted by =>s~ and called the derives relation 
of Y .  As usual, we drop Y from ~.~ and ~,  if Y is understood. 
A rewriting system G= (V,P) is a (context-free) grammar with start 
symbol S and terminal vocabulary T if T c V and S is a distinguished 
element in V~T and if each production in P is of the form A --, co, where A is 
in V~T. 
Throughout the paper we use the notational convention that (1)A, B, C, S 
denote nonterminals, i.e., symbols in V~T, (2)a, b, c denote terminals, i.e., 
symbols in T, (3)X, Y, Z denote either nonterminals or terminals, 
(4) u, v ..... z denote terminal strings, and that (5)a, fl ..... co denote general 
strings in V*. 
The language generated by G, i.e., the set {w C T* I S 2> w}, is denoted by 
L(G). The elements of L(G) are called sentences of G. A symbol X of G is 
useful if S ~ aXfl *~ w holds for some strings a and fl and terminal string w. 
A grammar that has useful symbols only is called reduced. 
The subrelation {(aAy, acoy) la ~ V*, y E T*} of ~A -~o, is denoted by 
~rmA~'°, and the subrelation {(xAfl, xcofl)[x ~ T*,fl ~ V*} by ZZNlmA~C°. These 
relations generalize to =>r~m, =~t~m, ~rm, and =>m, as above. A production 
string zc is a left parse of a string ~ in G if S =>/~m ~, and a right parse if 
7~R 7zR S ~m ~" Here means the reversal, i.e., mirror image, of the string 7r. 
String ~ is called a left sentential form if it has a left parse, and a right 
sententialfarm if it has a right parse. 
If ~ is a string and k is a nonnegative integer, then k:~b denotes the k- 
length prefix of ~, or ~ itself if k is greater than I~b l, the length of ~. Similarly, 
~:k denotes the k-length suffix of~. FIRST,(~) means the set {k:wi~ 
w E T*}, and FOLLOWk(¢I ) the set {wl S *=> a~fl, w C FIRSTk(/~)}. 
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A grammar G is LL(k) if FIRSTk(O91fi ) and FIRSTk(co26 ) are disjoint 
whenever xA6 is a left sentential form of G and A ~ 021 and A ~ o92 are 
distinct productions of G. Grammar G is strong LL(k) if 
FIRSTg(o91FOLLOWk(A)) and FIRSTk(o92FOLLOWk(A)) are disjoint 
whenever A ~ o91 and A ~ co 2 are distinct productions of G. 
A rewriting system M= (V,P) is an (extended)push-down automaton 
with input vocabulary T, bottom-of-stack marker 8, input head 1, end-of-input 
marker $, initial stack contents Os and final stack contents OF if T c V, 1, 8 
and $ are distinct symbols in V~T, 0s and 0F are in V* and if each 
production in P is of the form 
a lxy~f l l  y, (2.1) 
where a, fl E V* and xy C T* U T*$. By way of distinction from grammars, 
we often call productions of a push-down automaton M actions of M. 
An action string zr is a parse of an input string w in M if 
I I s. 
M 
The language accepted by M, denoted L(M), is defined to be the set of all 
input strings that have a parse in M. 
M is deterministic if for any configuration q~, i.e., a string in 
8(V~{], 8, $})* ] T*$, M has at most one production r that applies to q~, i.e., 
r q~, for some q~'. 
Let G be a grammar with productions Pa and terminals T, and let M be a 
push-down automaton with productions PM and input vocabulary T. 
Furthermore, let r be a homomorphism: P~-~ P*6. We then say that the pair 
(M, r) is a left (resp. right) parser of G if (1) rQr') is a left (resp. right) parse 
of w in G whenever ~z' is a parse of w in M, and (2) for each left (resp. right) 
parse z: of w in G, r(Tr') = 7~ for some parse 7r' of w in M. 
Note that L(G) = L(M) if (M, r) is a left or a right parser of G. 
If ~1 and 02 are strings of a rewriting system Y such that 01 E~02,  then 
the time complexity of deriving ~2 from 01 in ,Y is defined as 
n 
TIME ~(Ol, ~z) = min{n/> 01~, ~ 02}. 
For a grammar G with start symbol S, and for any w in L(G) we define 
TIME~(w) = TIMEa(S, w). 
For a push-down automaton M, and for any w in L(M) we define 
TIMEM(w) = TIMEM(§Os I w$, §OF I $). 
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3. VIABLE PREFIXES AND VIABLE SUFFIXES 
We recall that a string 7 is a viable prefix of a grammar G if 
s*--~.~Ay :. aafly=y~y (3.~) 
rm rm 
holds in G for some string 6, production A ~ aft and terminal string y. 
Actually both Aho and Ullman (1972) and Harrison (1978) give a 
slightly different definition for a viable prefix: they call any prefix of gaff in a 
derivation of the form (3.1) a viable prefix. Indeed, our viable prefixes are 
the valid prefixes of Harrison (1978). However, the two concepts turn out to 
be equivalent, as is shown in Theorem 13.5.3 in Harrison (1978). 
Viable prefixes play an important role in the theory of LR parsing: in an 
LR parser the entry symbols of the states appearing in the parsing stack 
always form a viable prefix. For a rigorous and symmetric treatment of LL 
parsing it is necessary to give an analogous grammatical characterization for 
the strings appearing in the stack of a (strong) LL(k) parser (see Aho and 
Ullman, 1972). 
Formally, we say that a string y is a viable suffix of G if in G 
S ~ xAc5 ~ xafl6 = xay a (3.2) 
lm Irn 
for some terminal string x, production A-+ aft and string c5. Thus, viable 
suffixes are reversals of certain suffixes of left sentential forms, whereas 
viable prefixes are certain prefixes of right sentential forms. 
It turns out that the viable suffixes of a grammar G coincide with viable 
prefixes of the reversed grammar G a. Here G R is obtained from G by 
replacing each production p =A--+ co in G by its reversal pU, i.e., by the 
production A ~ coR in which COR is the reversal of the string co. 
FACT 3.1. (a) Ol pl...p, ~ rm 02 in G if and only if O R - -  tm~P~" " "p~" OF in G R. 
• : :~P l  " " "Pn G R. (b) 01~,%' "P"O2inGi fandonly i fOR_r~m RORin 
Proof A simple induction on n (cf. the proof of Theorem3.3.1 in 
Harrison, 1978). I 
A string y is called a complete viable prefix if (3.1) holds for some fl = ~. 
Similarly, 7 is called a complete viable suffix if (3.2) holds for some a = e. 
Complete viable prefixes, we recall, correspond to LR parsing configurations 
in which a reduce action can be applied. As we shall see, complete viable 
suffixes similarly correspond to LL parsing configurations that result from 
an application of a produce action. 
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FACT 3.2. (a) A string 7 is a (complete) viable prefix of  G if  and only 
if  7 is a (complete) viable suffix of  G R. 
(b) A string 7 is a (complete) viable suffix of  G if  and only if  Y is a 
(complete) viable prefix of  G R. 
Proof  The "only if" part of (a) follows from the fact that if 
S ?m > flay ~ fafly = 7flY (1) 
holds in G then, by Fact 3.1, 
S * > (flAy) R = yRAfR - ->  yR(afl)R fir = yr~flRCfa)R = yRflRyR (2) 
lm lm 
holds in G R. Furthermore, note that if f l= e in (1), then fiR= e in (2). The 
"only if" part of (b) can be handled analogously. Finally, the "W' parts of 
both (a) and (b) follow from the fact that (GR) R = G. I 
The following technical emma is useful in proving properties of viable 
prefixes. It is similar to Lemma 13.5.2 in Harrison (1978), which is used to 
prove the equivalence of viable prefixes and valid prefixes. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a grammar, zr a production string, 7, ~l, and 
strings, A a nonterminal and y a terminal string of  G such that 
S + "- yrly = flAy and zr 4= ~. (a) 
rm 
In other words, Y is a prefix of  a nontrivially derived right sentential form 
not extending over the last nonterminal. Then G has a string f ' ,  production 
strings zc' and ~", a production r = A '  ~ a'fl' and a terminal string y' such 
that 
S "'> 6 'A 'y '  r :. 6'a'f l 'y '  = 7fl'Y', fl'Y' +'' f l y ,  
rm rm rm 
~'r~"= ~ and a ' : l  = 7:1. 
(b) 
In other words, derivation (a) has a segment hat proves 7 to be a viable 
prefix, even so that the right-hand side of  the production r "cuts" Y properly. 
Proof  A straightforward induction on the length t z r[ of the production 
string re. | 
Lemma 3.3 has its natural counterpart for leftmost derivations: 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a grammar, 7: a production string, x a terminal 
string, ~1, 7, and 0 strings and A a nonterminal of  G such that 
S ~ :~ xqy = xA6 and n ~ ~. (a) 
lm 
Then G has a terminal string x' ,  production strings ~z' and ~r", a production 
r =A '  ~ a'fl' and a string ~' such that 
S ~':- x 'A '6 '  r :. x~a'fl'~' = x'a'7, x 'a '  ~ x~1, 
lm lm Im (b) 
~'r~z" = 7: and 1 :fl' = 1:7. 
Proof. Analogous to that of Lemma 3.3. The result can also be obtained 
from Lemma 3.3 by means of Fact 3.1. II 
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we have 
THEOREM 3.5. Let G be a grammar, A a nonterminaI and y a terminal 
string of  G. 
(a) I f  S ~ ~+m 6Ay in G, then 6A is a viable prefix of G. 
+ yA6 in G, then 6RA is a Viable suffix of  G. | (b)  lfS  m 
The following theorem states that every prefix of a viable prefix (or suffix) 
is viable. In effect, the theorem establishes the equivalence of our definition 
for a viable prefix and that by Aho and Ullman (1972) and Harrison (1978). 
THEOREM 3.6. If7172 is a viable prefix (resp. viable suffix) of  G, then f15 
is a viable prefix (resp. viable suffix) of  G. 
Proof. We first handle the case in which 7172 is a viable prefix. By 
definition, 
m = 7 72& (1) 
holds for some integer n )0 ,  string 5, production A ~ aft and terminal 
string y. Then either ~ is a prefix of 71, or c~ 4: e and 75 is a prefix of 5. In the 
former case (1) proves 71 to be a viable prefix because we may then write aft 
as a'fl' such that 6a'  = 71. In the latter case we may write ~Ay in (1) as 71 r/y 
for some r/. Because 6 v e e implies that n > 0 in (1), we can then conclude by 
Lemma 3.3 that 71 is a viable prefix. 
The case in which 7172 is a viable suffix can now be handled easily: By 
Fact 3.2, 7172 is a viable prefix of G R. By the above reasoning 75 is then a 
viable prefix of G R, and therefore, by Fact 3.2, a viable suffix of G. II 
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The following fact follows immediately from the definitions of a viable 
prefix and a viable suffix. 
FACT 3.7. Let G be a reduced grammar, ~ a string and A-~ aft a 
production of G. 
(a) I f  ~A is a viable prefix of G, then so is ~a. 
(b) I f  ~A is a viable suffix of G, then so is ~flR. | 
4. GENERAL LL PARSING 
The canonical LR(k) parsing machine of a grammar G induces in a 
natural way an equivalence r lation on the set of viable prefixes of G: viable 
prefixes 71 and 72 might be called LR(k)-equivalent if they lead to the same 
state in the parsing machine. In effect, 71 and 72 are LR(k)-equivalent if and 
only if exactly the same canonical LR(k) parsing actions apply both to 71 
and 72. 
The LR(k)-equivalence has the following properties: (1)it is of a finite 
index, Le., the number of equivalence classes is finite (the parsing machine 
has only a finite number of states); (2) it is right invariant, i.e., if X is a 
single symbol and y~X and 72 X are viable prefixes uch that 71 is equivalent 
to 72, then 71 x is equivalent to 72 X (if 71 and 72 lead to the same state then, 
of course, do ylX and 72X); and (3) 71:1 = 72 : 1 holds for equivalent viable 
prefixes 71 and 72 (each state has a unique entry symbol). 
These three conditions capture the "essence" of LR parser construction i  
that all "LR-like" parsers are obtained using in place of the LR(k)- 
equivalence any equivalence r lation p on the viable prefixes that satisfies the 
three conditions. This kind of a general approach to the LR theory has been 
adopted by Geller and Harrison (1977) in their "characteristic parsing 
scheme" (in fact, this scheme is even more general in that it also yields 
non-LR parsers such as strict deterministic parsers as special cases). 
In what follows we use an analogous trategy to capture the essence of LL 
parser construction: the relation p will be an arbitrary equivalence relation 
on the viable suffixes that satisfies the above three conditions. Particular 
relations p will give rise to particular LL parsers, such as canonical LL(k) or 
strong LL(k) parsers. 
Formally, we say that a mapping p is an LL-equivalenee if it maps every 
grammar G to an equivalence relation p(G) on the viable suffixes of G such 
that the following conditions are satisfied: (1)p(G) is of a finite index, 
(2)p(G) is right invariant, and (3) 71:1 = 72:1 holds for p(G)-equNalent 
viable suffixes 71 and 72. 
When G is understood we usually drop G and write p instead of p(G), for 
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short. Also, we feel free to speak of a relation p (rather than a relation- 
valued mapping p). 
We now define the general notion of an "LL(p, k) parser," i.e., an LL(k) 
parser based on an arbitrary LL-equivalence p. In the definition, we need (for 
reasons to be explained later) S-augmented versions of grammars, i.e., 
grammars augmented by adding a new production S '  ~ $S$, where S is the 
start symbol of the original grammar, $ is a new terminal, and S '  is a new 
nonterminal, the start symbol of the augmented grammar. If 7 is a viable 
suffix, we denote by [~]o its p-equivalence class. 
Let p be an LL-equivalence, k a positive integer ~ and G a reduced 
grammar. We say that a rule of the form 
[aa]o lay-* iy (4.1) 
is an LL(p, k) shift action of G by terminal a if aa is a viable suffix of the S- 
augmented grammar G' for G, a is a terminal of G and y is a terminal string 
of G'  such that ay is in FIRSTk(7 R) for some viable suffix 7 p-equivalent 
to aa. 
Furthermore, we say that a rule of the form 
[alo[aA ]o l Y- '  [alo[axo]o ... laX. . . .  Xllo l y (4.2) 
is an LL(p, k) produce action of G by production A ~ X~ ... X ,  if aA is a 
viable suffix of G',  A ~ X 1 ... X n is a production of G (X I ..... AT, are single 
symbols) and y is in FIRSTk(7 R) for some viable suffix 7 p-equivalent o 
f iX , . . .X  1. If n=0,  i.e., X 1 - . .X  n=e,  then we stipulate that [6X,]p. . .  
[6Xn ... X1] o means e, too. Observe that Fact 3.7 guarantees that a and each 
aX,  ... X i, i = 1 ..... n, is a viable suffix. 
Let M be a push-down automaton in which the set of productions consists 
of all the LL (p ,k )  shift and produce actions of G and where the input 
vocabulary is the terminal vocabulary of G, the bottom-of-stack marker is 
[$]o, the end-of-input marker is $, the initial stack contents are [$S]o and the 
final stack contents are e. We say that the pair (M, r) is the LL(p, k) parser 
of G if r is the homomorphism that maps every shift action to e and every 
produce action by production p to p. Observe that r is well defined because 
71 : 1 = ~22 : 1 holds, by definition, for all p-equivalent viable suffixes 71 and 72. 
In what follows we prove that the LL(p, k) parser indeed is a left parser 
of G, as defined in Section 2. For this purpose we make the following 
notational convention: if 0 is a string of p-equivalence classes we denote by 
the string formed by the last symbols of representatives in the classes of ~b, 
i.e., g=e and 0[~]o=~(7:  1). Observe that, like the mapping r above, the 
operator Or--, 0, too, is well defined. 
J For simplicity we omit the trivial case k = 0. 
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LEMMA 4.1. I f  in the LL(p, k) parser (M, r) of a reduced grammar G 
7r I
M 
(a) 
then for some strings x, Y2, and 02 
Yl = xY2, 
I 't = Ir( ')l + Ixl 
7R z(zr') -R and q) l ~ X02"  
(b) 
Proof The proof is by induction on the length l Tr'l of the action string 
re'. We first assume, as the basis of the induction, that 7r' = e. But then q) = 
01 I Yl, and conditions (b) hold if we choose x = e, Y2 = Yl, and 02 = 01. 
We then assume that 7r '¢  e and, as an induction hypothesis, that the 
lemma holds for action strings shorter than zc'. Then ~r' is of the form r'7~', 
where r '  is a single action. If r '  is a produce action by some production r - -  
A ~ X 1 ..- X n, then (a) implies that for some 3, a, and q/l 
r t 
01 [ Yl = a[(~lo[~Alo 121 ==~M a[6l°[(~Xn]° "" [6Xn "" XIIO ]Yl 
= ~I IY l  > ~. (1) 
M 
We then have 
~R = A(a[6]  .o) R ~ X l . . -  Xn(a[~ ] o) R = O R. 
Im 
(2) 
On the other hand, by applying the induction hypothesis to the latter 
derivation segment in (1) we can conclude that for some x, Y2, and 02 
Yl=xY2, q '=021Yz ,  I~"t=lr(~")l+lx], 
and 
O R ~ x0~. (3) 
Im 
By combining (2) and (3) it is then easy to see that conditions (b) hold. Note 
that, by definition, r = r(r ' )  and r ( r ' ) r (T r " )= r(r'Tr"). 
We have yet to consider the case in which r '  is a shift action by 
terminal a. Then condition (a) implies that for some 3, a, and z 
r r 7~t, 
0~ I Y~ = a[fia]o I az :-a ]z > ~.  (4) 
M M 
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Thus ~R = ac~R, and we can conclude, by applying the induction hypothesis 
to the latter derivation segment in (4), that for some x',  Yz, and 02 
! 
z =x  Y2, q~ = 02 ] Y2, 
]re"] = I rQz")l + Ix'l, and ~a ~(~"~,X,O~- 
lm 
(5) 
Conditions (b) then hold if we choose x = ax'. Note that r(r ' )  = c and that 
Yl=az.  | 
LEMMA 4.2. I f  (M, ~) is the LL(p, k) parser of a reduced grammar G, 
then L(M) c L(G), and r(zr') is a left parse of w in G whenever ~r' is a parse 
of w in M. Moreover, TIME~(w) ~ TIMEM(w ) - ]w[. 
Proof Choose 01 = [$1o[$$1o, Yl = w$ and q~ = [$]o [$ in 
Lemma4.1. | 
LEMMA 4.3. Let X be a symbol and x a terminal string of a reduced 
grammar G, y a terminal string, c~X and yX viable suffixes of the S- 
augmented grammar G' for G, and 0 a string of p-equivalence classes of G'. 
if 
X ~ :, x, k : y ~ FIRSTk(y n), and y p 8, (a) 
Im 
then in the LL(p, k) parser (M, r) of G 
O[(~]p[c~Xlolxy~O[(~loly, rQr')=Tr, and [~ ' l= l~ l+ lx /  (b) 
lm 
for some action string zr'. 
Proof The proof is by induction on the length I~i of the production 
string zr. We first assume, as the basis of the induction, that zr = e. Then 
X= x and k:xy is in FIRST~(XTR). Since, by the right invariance of p, 7X is 
p-equivalent to 6X, we can conclude that M has a shift action r '=  
[(~X]p]xy'-~ly', where xy' =k:xy.  But then conditions (b) hold if we 
choose 7c' = r'. 
We then assume that ~ 4= e and, as an induction hypothesis, that the 
lemma holds for all production strings shorter that~r. Then G has a 
production r=X- -~XI . . .X  n (n~O), production strings ~1 .... ,~rn and 
terminal strings x I .... , xn such that 
z~ i7r = rTr I . . .  7rn, X i~  x i for all i and x I ... x n = x. (1) 
Im 
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Thus 
k :x i  ... x ,y  ~ FIRSTk(Xi ... Xny R) for all i. (2) 
By Fact 3.7, fX ,  ... X i and ~X, ... X i are viable suffixes for all i. By the 
right invariance of p, fX ,  ... X i is p-equivalent to yX, ... X i for all i. In the 
case i---1 condition (2) implies that M has a produce action r '=  
[6]o[fX]o l y '~  [f],,[fX,] o ... [ fX , . . .  X,]  o [ y' ,  where y'  = k:xy.  Thus, 
O[flo[fx] o I xy-:-~. O[flo[fx,]o.... [ f ix, . . .  x , ]  o I xy, and r ( r ' ) - -  r (3) 
hold in (M, r). On the other hand, by applying the induction hypothesis, in 
the case of each i, to symbol X`., terminal strings x`. and yt=x`.+,  ... x ,y ,  
viable suffix f i= fXn ' "X` .+ l ,  and string O`.[6`.]o=O[flo[fx.lo... 
[ fX ,  ... Xi+,] o, we conclude that for all i there is a production string 7r[ 
satisfying 
O[6],[fX,] o ... [ fX ,  ... X,] o Ix; ... xoy 
"; :~O[6lo[fXn]o . . .  [ fX ,  . . .  Y ,+, ]  o Ix` .+,  . - .  x .y ,  
z(~/) = re`., and 1~21=1~,1 +tx ,  I . 
Conditions (b) hold if we choose rr . . . .  = r 7r I ... ~r,. | 
LEMMA 4.4. I f  (M, r) is the LL(p, k) parser of  a reduced grammar G, 
then L (G)c  L(M),  and for  any left parse ~ of  w in G, rQr ' )= 7r for  some 
parse 7r' of  w in M. Moreover, TIMEM(w ) ~< TIME~(w) + I w[. 
Proof. Choose X=S,  x=w,  y - -S ,  f=~=$,  and ¢ i=e in 
Lemma4.3. | 
By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4 we have 
THEOREM 4.5. For any LL-equivalenee p and integer k >~ 1, the LL(p, k) 
parser (M, r) of a reduced grammar G is a left parser of  G. Moreover, for  
each sentence w in L(G), TIMEM(w ) = TIMEG(w) + Iwl. | 
We now investigate on which conditions the LL(p, k) parser of a given 
grammar G is deterministic. 
We say that a grammar G is an LL(p, k) grammar if the conditions 
S *>xA6 :~xoJ16, 
Im lm 
S *: -xA6 >X(.Ozf ,
Im lm 
YlP ~RCO~, R R ~2p6 Oa2, 
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and 
FIRSTk(7 R) N FIRSTk(7 R) 4= O 
always imply that o91 -- °92. 
We note in passing that the reflexivity of an LL-equivalence implies 
immediately 
FACT 4.6. A grammar is LL(p, k) only if it is LL(k). II 
The following fact follows immediately from the definition and provides a 
sufficient condition for the converse of Fact 4.6. 
FACT 4.7. I f  FIRSTk(7) = FIRSTk(fi ) holds in G whenever 7 and ~ are 
p-equivalent viable suffixes, then G is LL(p, k) whenever it is LL(k). II 
The following theorem delineates the correspondence b tween LL(p, k) 
grammars and deterministic LL(p, k) parsers. 
THEOREM 4.8. The S-augmented grammar G' of a reduced grammar G 
is LL(p, k) if and only if the EL(p, k) parser of G is deterministic. 
Proof. First, observe that nondeterminism can occur in the LL(p, k) 
parser only between produce actions by productions of the same nonterminal 
and that these produce actions must have the same left-hand side. That is, 
the conflicting parsing actions must be of the forms 
]o [ y--, "" [ Xm . . .  X1]p  [ Y, 
[ Io[6A]O l Y+ [6]o[6Vnlo " [6Vn ' r l lo  [y, 
(1) 
where A ~X 1 . . .X  m and A ~ Y1 "'" Y, are productions of G. That the 
actions must be produce actions by productions of the same nonterminal 
follows from the property of p that p-equivalent viable suffixes always end 
with the same symbol. The S-augmentation f G, in turn, guarantees that the 
lookahead strings in both actions must be equal: if Y is a viable suffix of the 
S-augmented grammar G' and y is in FIRSTk(yR), then either ]y t = k or y 
ends with $ (note that without the S-augmentation the lookahead string in 
one of the actions might be a proper prefix of that in the other). 
The existence of the pair of produce actions (1) implies, by definition, the 
existence of viable suffixes 7l and 72 such that 
~)1 P ~Xm "'" X l ,  ~2 P (~Yn "'" Y1, and y E FIRSTk(7~ ) ~ FIRSTk(7~). (2) 
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Since 6A is a viable suffix of G' and G is reduced, we have, for some 
terminal string x 
S'  * :. xA6 t~ ". xX1 . . .  Xm6 ~, 
Im lm 
S'  * > xA6 R :. xy  1 ... y,~R. 
lm lm 
(3) 
This means that the actions (1) are equal if G' is LL(p, k). Conversely, if 
conditions (2) and (3) hold, then G must have the pair of LL(p, k) produce 
actions (1). These actions can coincide only if X 1 ... X m = Y1 "'" Yn, due to 
the definition of p. | 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF LL PARSERS 
In this section we consider specific LL(p,k)  parsers and their 
construction. In particular, we give a new construction method for the 
canonical LL(k) parser. This method is based on the "item" approach and 
can be regarded as a dual of Knuth's method for constructing canonical 
LR(k) parsers. 
We say that a pair [A - ,a . f l ,  y] is a k-item (k>/O) of a grammar G if 
A -~ aft is a production of G, y is a terminal string of length k or less, and if 
the dot (which marks a position in the right-hand side) is a special symbol 
that does not appear in the vocabulary of G. The dotted production A -~ a.f l  
is the core of the item, and y is its lookahead string. 
We call a k-item [.4 -~ a.fl, y] an LR(k)-item i fy is in FOLLOWk(A), and 
an LL(k)-item if y is in F IRSTk( f lFOLLOWk(A) ) .  Recall that an LR(k)- 
item of the form [A ~ co., y] indicates that the canonical LR(k) parser has a 
reduce action by production A ~ co in the case of lookahead y. Analogously, 
an LL(k)-item of the form [A -~. co, y] will indicate that the canonical LL(k) 
parser has a produce action by production A -~ co in the case of lookahead y. 
We say that ~in item [A ~ a.fl, y] of a grammar G is LL(k)-val id for a 
string y of G if 
S * :- xAfi :- xafl~ = xay R and y ~ FIRST,(y R) 
lm lm 
hold in G for some terminal string x and string ~5. 
We denote by Vk(~) the set of all LL(k)-valid items for 7. We have 
FACT 5.1. Vk(y ) is nonempty if and only i f  ~ is a viable suffix and 
FIRSTk(y R) is nonempty. II 
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We say that viable suffixes )'~ and )'2 are LL(k)-equivalent, written )'~ Pk )'2, 
if vk()',)= 
Clearly, the LL(k)-equivalence Pk is an equivalence relation. Moreover, it 
is of a finite index; the set Vk()' ) can be regarded as a finite representation f 
the LL(k)-equivalence lass [)']k (we write [)']k instead of [TiCk' for short). 
To establishing that Pk is an LL-equivalence it remains to be shown that it 
is right invariant and that )'~:1 = ),2:1 holds whenever )'1Pk)'2" We do this 
by giving an explicit construction algorithm for the sets Vk(7). We call the 
collection of all sets Vk()' ), for fixed k, the canonical LL(k)-eollection for the 
grammar. 
First, we call each k-item [B --* co., y] an immediate LL(k)-deseendant of 
a k-item [A ~aB. f l ,  y] (or the latter an immediate LL(k)-aneestor of the 
former) and write 
[A --* aB.fl, y] Dk[B ~ o9., y]. 
Observe that, unlike in the LR(k) construction, the dot is located to the right 
of B and co, and that the lookahead string is the same in both items. 
The class Vk(e ) will be obtained as the closure under D k of the set 
{[S ~ co., e ] lS~ co is a production of the start symbol S}. 
Observe again that the dot is placed first at the rightmost position in the 
right-hand side of start productions. 
If q is a set of k-items and X is a single symbol, we define the basis of the 
X-successor of q to be the set 
Bk(q,X ) = {[A --* ct.Xfl, z] l [.4 -~ aX.fl, y] E q,z C FIRSTk(Xy)I. 
Observe that the dot is moved from right to left and that the lookahead string 
y is changed to z. As might be expected, Vk(yX ) will be obtained as the 
closure under D k of the set Bk(Vk()'), X). 
As an example, consider the grammar G1 with productions (Aho and 
Ullman, 1972) 
S ~ aAaa I bAba, 
A~ble .  
This grammar is a prototype of an LL(2) grammar that is not strong LL(2). 
The canonical LL(2) collection for the S-augmented grammar G~ for G1 is 
depicted in Fig. 1 as a directed graph. 
Properties of LL(k)-valid items are most conveniently proved by induction 
on the length of the initial derivation segment S $:~lm XA(~ in the definition of 
643/53/3 2
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0 
ES'+ $S$., ¢][ 
<s'÷ $s.$, $31 . I Is '÷ $.s$, ab]l $ J[S'+ .$s$, $~3 
IS -+ aAaa., $] ~ [S'÷ $.S$ aa][ l is,, $s,, $b] 
[S -+ bAba., $]1"-. I [S'+ $.S$ bb] I 
~ a  a.  [S -+ aAa.a, a$]~ 
~. /L [s  + bAb.a, a $ ] l ~  
5 z~/ G ; I0. 
[S-+ aA. aa, aa] -- - -~---- -~[A ÷_b,  bail [S-+ bA.ba, ba]~ 
[A -+ b., aa] 9 I[A + b., ba] 1 
[A+ 7 aa] [~-~-~ ~ bb]I b [[A÷A~ 11 bail 
r IS + a.Aaa, ba] l[S ÷ b.Aba, bb] 
IS + a.Aaa, aa]J [IS + b. Aba, ba] 
8 a~ ,2 b; 
ISIs -++ .aAaa,.aAaa, ab].aa] [IS -+ .bAba, bb] 
FIG. 1. The canonical LL(2) collection for the grammar G', with productions S' ~ $S$, 
S~aAaa lbAba,  A---,ble. The graph has an edge labelled X from V2(y) to V2(yX) (y is a 
viable suffix). The vertex labelled 0 is Vz(e ). 
LL(k)-validity. To make the proofs rigorous we define explicitly, for each 
integer n >~ O, V~,n(y) to be the set of k-items [A -4 a.¢/, y] for which 
S ~ :. xA(5 ~ xafl6 = xay R and y C FIRSTk(? 'R) 
lm lm 
hold for some x and 6, 
We have 
FACT 5.2. 
V~(?) = U V~,.(?). 
n=O 
FACT 5.3. I f  [A ~aB. f l ,  y] is an item in Vk,n(?) and i f  a derives in m 
steps some terminal string v, then, for  all productions B -4 ~o, Vk,,+m+~(7 ) 
contains the item [B -4 ~o., y]. 
Proof. By definition, we have, for some x and fi, 
S n > xAfi > xaBfl6 = xaBy R and y C FIRSTk(?R). 
lm lm 
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But then the condition a ~',~ v implies that, for all B -4 co, 
S "+ 1 +, ,  xvB~6 :- xvco~6 = xvco), R, 
Im lm 
i.e., [B-4co. ,y]  is in Vk,,+m+l(7). | 
Facts 5.2 and 5.3 imply immediately 
FACT 5.4. "In a reduced grammar, each Vk(7) is closed under D k, i.e., 
= 
FACT 5.5. I f  n > 0 and [B -4 co., y] is an item in Vk,n(?~), then, for some 
m < n, Vk,m(y ) contains an item [A -4 aB .fl, y], where a derives in n - m - 1 
steps some terminal string v. 
Proof By definition, we have, for some x 
S n>xB)~R~xco~n and y C FIRSTk(TR). 
lm lm 
By choosing in Lemma 3.4 i-/= e and c~ = yR we can then conclude that 
/ / - - /~- -  1 
S ~ x'Ac~' > x'afl'(~' = x 'aB7 R and x'a :- x 
lm lm lm 
for some m < n, x ' ,  c~' and A ~ aft', where 1 :fl' = 1 :B7 R. Thus, fl' is of the 
form Bfl, and [A -4 aB .fl, y] is in Vk,m(y ). Moreover, a derives in n - m - 1 
steps some suffix v ofx.  II 
The following fact follows immediately from the definition of Vk,0(y ). 
FACT 5.6. Vk,0(y ) = {[S-4 a.y R, y] ] S -4  ay R is aproduetion of the start 
symbol S of G and y ~ FIRST~(yR)}. 
We say that a k-item [A -4 a.fl, y] is LL-essential if f i e  e. (Recall that 
[A -, a.fl, y] is LR-essential, i.e., essential in the LR sense, if a 4= e.) I f  q is 
set of k-items, then we denote by E(q) the set of LL-essential items in q. 
LEMMA 5.7. I f  y4: e, then, in a reduced grammar, E(Ve(7)) spans Vk(7) 
under D k, i.e., D*(E(Vg(7))) = Vk(7 ). 
Proof Fact 5.4 implies immediately that D*(E(Vk(7))) is included in 
Vk(7). To prove the converse, it suffices, by Fact 5.2, to show that each 
Vk,,(7), n >~ O, is included in D*(E(Vk(y))). The proof is by induction on n. 
If  n = 0 then, by Fact 5.6, Vk,,(y) even is included in E(Vg(y)). Thus, we 
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may assume that n > 0 and, as an induction hypothesis, that each Vk,m()'), 
m < n, is included in D*(E(Vk()')) . Let [B -~ ~o.6, y] be an item in V~,,()'). 
If fi 4= e, [B ~ co.fi, y] even is in E(Vk()')). Otherwise, we may conclude, by 
Fact 5.5, that some Vk,m(y ), m < n, contains an item [A ~ aB.fl, y]. By the 
induction hypothesis, this item is in D*(E(Vk(7))); so is its immediate 
descendant [B ~ to.b, y]. I 
LEMMA 5.8. In a reduced grammar, the set 
I = {IS ~ ~o., e] lS  ~ o) is aproduetion of the start symbol 
S of the grammar} 
spans Vk(e ) under D k, i.e., D*(I) = Vk(e ). 
Proof Analogous to that of Lemma 5.7. | 
FACT 5.9. I f  [A ~ a~o.fl, y] is an item in Vg,,()'), then fl is a prefix of 
yR, 7wR is a viable suffix, and [A ~a.oofl, z] is in Vk,,()'£oR) for all z in 
FIRSTk(wy). 
Proof By definition, we have, for some x and 6, 
S n ,~ xA6 > xacofl• =- xao)7  R and y E FIRST~()'R). 
lm lm 
Thus, fl is a prefix of )'R, and )'R derives some terminal string y '  such that 
k : y '  = y. If z is a string in F IRSTk(~y ), then o~ derives a terminal string v 
such that k:vy = z. Because k:vy = k:v(k:  y') = k:vy' E FIRSTk(CO)'R), we 
thus have 
S n > xA(~ > xagofl(~ xa() 'goR) R 
[m [m 
and z E FIRSTk((TgoR)R), 
which means that )'(.O R is a viable suffix and that [A--.a.oJfl, z] is in 
V~,.()'o~R). I 
FACT 5.10. I f  [A-~ a.wfl, z] is an item in Vk,,()' ), then there is a viable 
suffix )'1 and a terminal string y such that y = )'la~ R, [,4 ~ aw.fl, y] is in 
Vk,,(yl) and z is in FIRSTk(~oy ). 
Proof By definition, we have, for some x and fi, 
S n :- XA6  > xaogfl(~ xay  R and z E FIRSTk(yR). 
lm lm 
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If we denote 71 = (riO) R, then yR = co7~ ' and a) derives a terminal string v 
and 71 a terminal string y'  such that k :vy' = z. If we denote y = k : y',  we 
then have 
S n > xA6 > xaoof l6  = xao)7~ and y C FIRSTk(7~), 
lm lm 
which means that ~ll is a viable suffix and that [A -~ aco.fl, y] is in Vk,n(~l ). 
Moreover, z=k:vy '  =k :v (k :y ' )=k:vyC FIRSTk(Coy ). II 
LEMMA 5.11. E(Vk(TX))= Bk(Vk(7),X ).
Proof Any item in Bk(Vk(7), X) is of the form [A-~ a.Xfl, z] such that, 
for some y, [A -~ aX.fl, y] is in Vk(7) and z is in FIRSTk(Xy ). By Facts 5.2 
and 5.9, [A ~a.Xf l ,  z] is in Vk(TY ). Thus Bk(Vk(y),X) is included in 
E(Vk(TX)). Conversely, if [A-~a. Yfl, z] is an item in Vk(TX ), then by 
Facts 5.2 and 5.10, Y=X and, for some y, [A -~ aX.fl, y] is in Vk(7) and z 
is in FIRSTk(XY ). Thus, [A ~ a. yfl, z] is in Bk(Vk(7), X), which means that 
E(Vk(TX)) is included in Bk(Vk(7), X). II 
Lemmas 5.11 and 5.7 immediately imply 
LEMMA 5.12. In a reduced grammar, Vk(TX ) =D*(Bk(Vk(7),X)). | 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 5,13. In the case of a reduced grammar, the LL(k)- 
equivalence is always an LL-equivalence. 
Proof First note that Lemma5.12 implies immediately the right 
invariance of the LL(k)-equivalence. To prove that 71:1 = 72:1 for LL(k)- 
equivalent viable suffixes 71 and 72, we note that, by the definition of LL(k)- 
validity, Vk(e ) cannot contain LL-essential items and, by Fact5.1, in a 
reduced grammar Vk(y ) is nonempty for all viable suffixes 7. Because 
Lemma 5.12 then implies that any Vk(TX ), X a single symbol, contains at 
least one LL-essential item and that each LL-essential item in Vk(TX ) is of 
the form [A ~ a.Xfl, y], we can conclude that [e]k = te} and that whenever 
Vk(7~X ) = Vk(72 Y) for viable suffixes 71X and 72 Y, then X= Y. | 
By the definition of LL(k)-validity we have 
FACT 5.14. I f  Vk(7) contains at least one item with the core A-~ a.fl, 
then { y [ [A ~ a.fl, y] ~ Vk(7) } = FIRSTk(Ta). 
By the definition of LL(k)-equivalence and by Facts 5.1 and 5.14 we have 
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LEMMA 5.15. I f  7 and fl are LL(k)-equivalent viable suffixes, then 
FIRSTk(7 R) = FIRSTk(fiR). 
If q is a set of items and m ~ 0, we denote by m :q the set of all items 
[A ~ a. fl, m : y] for which [A ~ a. fl, y] is in q. That is, m : q is obtained from 
the items in q by truncating the lookahead strings. 
The definition of LL(k)-validity implies immediately 
FACT 5.16. m:Vk(Y)= Vm(7) whenever k~/m. 
Let Pm be the LL(m)-equivalence and k/> m. We call the LL(pm, k) parser 
of a grammar G the LA(k)LL(m) parser of G. In particular, we call the 
LA(k) LL(k) parser the canonical LL(k) parser, and the LA(k) LL(0) parser 
the LALL(k) parser. Correspondingly, we call LL(Pm,k ) grammars 
LA(k)LL(m) grammars, and, in particular, LA(k)LL(0) grammars 
LALL(k) grammars. 
The following theorem implies a construction algorithm for the 
LA(k) LL(m) parser. 
THEOREM 5.17. Let G be a reduced grammar. Then the LA(k)LL(m) 
parser of G has a shift action of the form 
[fla]~ lay-~ lY (a) 
if and only if a is a terminal of G and, for some string 7 in the augmented 
grammar G', m: Vk(7)= m : Vk(fla ) and Vk(y ) contains an item of the form 
[A ~ a.afl, ay]. 
Correspondingly, LA(k) LL(m) parser has a produce action of the form 
[(~]m[flA lm ] Y + [(~]m[flXn]m " .  [flXn .. .  X l  ] m [ Y (b) 
if and only ira ~ X 1 ... X n is a production of G and, for some string y in G', 
m : Vk(7) = m : Vk(flX ~ ... Y l )  and Vk(7) contains the item 
[A ~.X l  "'" X , ,  y]. 
Proof. If the parser has a shift action of the form (a), then a is a terminal 
of G and ay is in FIRSTk(y R) for some viable suffix ~ LL(m)-equivalent 
to fla. By Fact 5.16, m : Vk(7) = m: Vk(fla ). By Fact 5.1, Vk(? ) is nonempty. 
By Lemma 5.12, Vk(~) contains an item with core A ~ a.afl. By Fact 5.14, 
Vk(~) contains [A-~a.afl, ay]. Conversely, if a is a terminal of G and 
m: Vk(7) = m: Vk(fla ), and if Vk(Y ) contains [A ~ a.afl, ay], then ~ is a viable 
suffix, ay is in FIRSTk(7 R) and, by Fact 5.16, ? is LL(m)-equivalent to'fla. 
Thus, the parser has a shift action of the form (a). This proves the first part 
of the theorem. 
To prove the second part, let the parser have a produce action of the form 
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(b). Then 5A is a viable suffix, A -4 X~ ... X, is a production of G and y is in 
FIRSTk(7 R) for some viable suffix 7 LL(m)-equivalent to 6X~ ... X 1. By 
Fact 5.16, m: Vk(y ) = m: Vk(6X n ... X O. By Fact 5.1, Vk(SA ) is nonempty. 
By Lemma 5.12, Vk(5 ) contains an item with core B~aA. f l .  By Facts 5.3 
and 5.9, Vk(SX n ... X1) contains an item with the core A -4 .X~ ... Xn. By 
Fact 5.16, Vm(7) and Vk(y ) contain an item with the core A -4 .Y~ ..- X,. By 
Fact 5.14, Vk(Y ) contains [A -4 .X~ ... X,, y]. Conversely, i ra  -4X~ ... X, is 
a production of G and m: Vk(y ) = m: Vk(6X n ... Y~), and if Vk(7) contains 
[A ~ .X 1 ... X,, y], then y is a viable suffix, y is in FIRSTk(~/R) and, by 
Fact5.16, 7 is LL(m)-equivalent to 6X, . . .X~.  Moreover, by Fact5.16, 
V, , (6X , . . .X  0 contains an item with the core A--, .X~ . . .X , .  By 
Theorem 3.5, 6A is a viable suffix. Thus, the parser has a produce action of 
the form (b). 1 
As an example, consider the canonical LL(2) parser (M,r) of our 
grammar G~ (the canonical LL(2) collection for the S-augmented grammar 
G'~ for G 1 is depicted in Fig. 1). The parser has the following rules (we 
denote by qi the class [?]k if Vk(? 0 is labelled by i in Fig. 1): 
qlq21ab 
q lq2laa 
qlq2lbb 
q5 q7 l ba 
qloqll l bb 
q5 qT ] aa 
qloqll l ba 
q4 [aS 
qslaa 
q6[ba 
qs ] ab 
q8laa 
q9lbb 
qlo l ba 
qlE l bb 
rulep 
qlqnqsqvq8 lab 
-4 qlq4qsqvqs l aa  
-4 qlq4q~oqalql21bb 
-4 q5 q61 ba 
-4 qloq9 I bb 
-4 q5 I aa 
-4 qlo ] ba 
-45  
-4  a 
a 
-4 b 
-4  a 
-4 b 
-4  a 
~b 
S --, aA aa 
S ~ aAaa 
S o bAba 
A~b 
A~b 
Aoe .  
A -4e 
c 
This parser is deterministic. The LALL(2) parser, on the contrary, is 
nondeterministic: the fact that [$aab]o = [$abb]o implies the existence of an 
additional, conflicting rule 
qloqll I ba -4 qloq9 ] ba. 
(Here the qi's mean LL(0)-equivalence classes.) 
By Facts 4.6 and 4.7 and by Lemma 5.15 we have 
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THEOREM 5.18. A grammar is LA(k)LL(k) /f and only if it is 
LL(k). | 
Since a grammar G clearly is LL(k) if and only if its S-augmented version 
G' is LL(k), we have, by Theorems 4.8 and 5.18. 
THEOREM 5.19. A reduced grammar is LL(k) if and only if its canonical 
LL(k) parser is deterministic. I 
We leave the proof of the following theorem to the reader: 
THEOREM 5.20. The classes of strong LL(1), LALL(1) and LL(1) 
grammars are equal. For all O~ m ~ k>/1, the class of LA(k)LL(m) 
grammars is properly included in the class of LA(k + 1) LL(m) grammars, 
which in turn is properly included in the class of LA(k+ 1)LL(m + 1) 
grammars. | 
6. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER APPROACHES 
The usual way to construct a canonical LL(k) parser (see e.g., 
Rosenkrantz and Stearns, 1970; Aho and Ullman, 1972) involves pairs of 
the form IX, R], where X is a grammar symbol and R is a subset of 
FOLLOWk(X ). The initial stack contents of the parser are IS, {$}] (S is the 
start symbol and $ the end marker). For each pair [a, R] and the lookahead 
string ay in FIRSTk(aR ), the parser has the shift action 
[a,R] l ay~[y .  (6.1) 
For each pair [A,R], production A ~X 1 ... X, and lookahead string y in 
FIRSTk(X 1 ... X,R) ,  the parser has the produce action 
[A',R] [ y~ [X~,Rn] ... [X1,R1] I Y, (6.2) 
where R~ =R and R i=  FIRSTk(Xi+I ... XnR), i < n. (Actually, in the 
parser presented in Aho and Ullman (1972) each pair [a,R], where a is a 
terminal, has been further replaced by the terminal itself. This has the effect 
of delaying error detection in the case k > 1.) 
There is a close correspondence b tween this and our approach. In fact, 
the above parser can easily be obtained from the canonical LL(k) collection 
presented in Section 5. The construction relies on the fact that for each Vk(y) 
the set 
LA(Vk(y)) = {Y[Vk(~) contains an item with lookahead string y} 
equals the set FIRSTk(TR). (This is an immediate consequence of Fact 5.14.) 
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We state without proof 
THEOREM 8.1. The conventional canonical LL(k) parser has a shift 
action of  the form (6.1) if and only if a is a terminal and, for  some string 6, 
R = LA(Vk(•)) and ay is in LA(Vk(6a)).  The parser has a produce action of  
the form (6.2) if and only if A ~ Y 1 ... X n is a production and, for  some 
string c5, R =R,  = LA(Vk(CS)), R i = LA(V~(6X, ... Xi+l)), i < n, and y is in 
LA(Vk(6X ...X1) ). I! 
Finally, we note that we could well have defined the notion of a general 
LL(p, k) parser using a push-down transducer in which the stack alphabet 
consists of pairs [X,R] rather than p-equivalence classes [7]o. This parser 
has a shift action of the form (6.1) whenever a is a terminal and there is a 
viable suffix 6a such that R = FIRSTk([C~]o R) and ay is in FIRSTk([ga]o R)
(here FIRSTk([6] if) means the union of the sets FIRSTk(yR), 7p g). The 
parser has a produce action of the form (6.2) whenever A ~ X~ ... X n is a 
production and there is a viable suffix 6A such that R = R, = FIRSTk([6], R) 
and R i = FIRSTk([6X . ... X,+lloR). 
This approach is practical in that it leads to parsers that are slightly 
smaller than those in our original approach presented in Section 4. By the 
size of a rewriting system (V,P) we mean the sum of the lengths of its 
productions, i.e., the sum of all 1¢OLCO2], where ~o I -* ~o 2 is a production inP. 
In our original approach, i.e., when actions of the forms (4.1) and (4.2) are 
used, the canonical LL(k) parser is of size of the order IG] k+l • 2161k+', 
where ]G[ is the size of the grammar G in question (observe that the number 
of different item cores in G is I G] and that the number of different lookahead 
strings of length k or less is at most ]G[k). If actions of the forms (6.1) and 
(6.2) are used, then the size of the canonical LL(k) parser is of the order 
]GIk+l. 21oIk 
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